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The Standard Model + Gravity

• The Standard Model is based on a chiral gauge theory and provides a 
good theoretical description of all phenomena observed at high 
energies (see M. Quiros lectures)

• It includes the electromagnetic, the weak and the strong interactions, 
which lead to an explanation of all known chemical and nuclear 
processes

• Although presumably incomplete, combined with general relativity, it 
provides an extremely successful theory for the description of 
processes in nature

• Let me summarize then the SM basic properties and raise some open 
questions, that motivate the introduction of Supersymmetry



Standard Model Particles

There are 12 fundamental gauge fields:

8 gluons, 3 Wµ’s and Bµ

and 3 gauge couplings g1, g2, g3

The matter fields:

3 families of quarks and leptons with same

quantum numbers under gauge groups

But very di�erent masses!

m3/m2 and m2/m1 � a few tens or hundreds

me = 0.5 10�3 GeV,
mµ

me
� 200, m�

mµ
� 20

Largest hierarchies

mt � 175 GeV mt/me ⇥ 105

neutrino masses smaller than as 10�9

GeV!
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Only left handed fermions transform under the weak SM gauge group
SU(3)� SU(2)L � U(1)Y

Fermion and gauge boson masses forbidden by symmetry
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Excluded Preliminary

!#had =!#(5)

0.02758±0.00035
0.02749±0.00012
incl. low Q2 data

Theory uncertainty
March 2009 mLimit = 163 GeV

Measurement Fit |Omeas!Ofit|/"meas

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

#$had(mZ)#$(5) 0.02758 ± 0.00035 0.02767
mZ [GeV]mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 91.1874
%Z [GeV]%Z [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 2.4959
"had [nb]"0 41.540 ± 0.037 41.478
RlRl 20.767 ± 0.025 20.742
AfbA0,l 0.01714 ± 0.00095 0.01643
Al(P&)Al(P&) 0.1465 ± 0.0032 0.1480
RbRb 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.21579
RcRc 0.1721 ± 0.0030 0.1723
AfbA0,b 0.0992 ± 0.0016 0.1038
AfbA0,c 0.0707 ± 0.0035 0.0742
AbAb 0.923 ± 0.020 0.935
AcAc 0.670 ± 0.027 0.668
Al(SLD)Al(SLD) 0.1513 ± 0.0021 0.1480
sin2'effsin2'lept(Qfb) 0.2324 ± 0.0012 0.2314
mW [GeV]mW [GeV] 80.399 ± 0.025 80.378
%W [GeV]%W [GeV] 2.098 ± 0.048 2.092
mt [GeV]mt [GeV] 173.1 ± 1.3 173.2

March 2009

SM: Consistent picture of physics at or below the weak scale

Sensitivity to the loop-induced Higgs quantum corrections



Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

SM particle SUSY partner GSM

(S = 1/2) (S = 0)
Q = (t, b)L (t̃, b̃)L (3,2,1/6)
L = (�, l)L (�̃, l̃)L (1,2,-1/2)
U =

�
tC

⇥
L

t̃�R (3̄,1,-2/3)
D =

�
bC

⇥
L

b̃�R (3̄,1,1/3)
E =

�
lC

⇥
L

l̃�R (1,1,1)

(S = 1) (S = 1/2)
Bµ B̃ (1,1,0)
Wµ W̃ (1,3,0)
gµ g̃ (8,1,0)
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The Standard Model is a Chiral Gauge Theory

SU(3)c � SU(2)L � U(1)Y



New Physics at the Weak Scale  

The Standard Model (SM) has provided an understanding of all data collected 
in low and high energy physics experiments (see M. Quiros lectures).

However, there are  reasons to believe that there is new physics at the weak 
scale.  They are related to both particle physics and cosmology: 

Electroweak Symmetry Breaking: Higgs mechanism

Source of Dark Matter

Origin of the Matter-Antimatter asymmetry

There are other open questions in the SM, like the explanation of the 
fermion mass hierarchies and mixing angles (including the tiny neutrino 
masses), the solution to the strong CP problem and dark energy.   They are 
most probably only indirectly related to new physics at the weak scale and 
therefore I will not discuss them in any detail in these lectures.



Japanese couple wins World Tango competition

Mon Aug 31, 10:15 am ET
BUENOS AIRES – A Japanese couple outdanced the Argentines and more to win the traditional salon category at the Tango 

Dance World Championship.

Beyond the Standard Models



Absence of Scalars

There are no fundamental scalars seen in nature 

Could there be any reason for their absence at low energies ?

The gauge symmetries of the SM forbid fermion and gauge boson masses, 
but a scalar mass                    is allowed by the gauge  symmetry. 

Since there are no explicit mass parameters, the natural scale for this 
mass term is of the order of the cutoff of the theory.

The answer is therefore that scalars are not present because they are 
naturally heavy.

But what about the Higgs, then ?  Is the cutoff of the SM of the order of 
the weak scale ?  Shouldn’t there be many scalars with masses of the 
same order ?  Supersymmetry is a symmetry that demands such a 
situation, with an effective SM cutoff equal to the SUSY breaking scale.

m2
��†�



fermions                       fermions                       bosonsbosons

SupersymmetrySupersymmetry

electron                        electron                                      sselectronelectron

quark                              quark                                              ssquarkquark

photphotinoino                                                                      photonphoton

gravitgravitinoino                                                              gravitongraviton

Photino,  Zino and Neutral Higgsino:  Neutralinos

Charged Wino, charged Higgsino: Charginos

Particles and Sparticles share the same couplings to the Higgs. Two superpartners

of  the two quarks (one for each chirality) couple strongly to the Higgs with a 

Yukawa  coupling of order one (same as the top-quark Yukawa coupling)

Two Higgs doublets necessary � tan� = v2
v1



Spontaneous Symmetry Breakdown

Particle Masses arise through the Higgs mechanism: Spontaneous
breakdown of gauge symmetry

SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ⇤ SU(3)C ⇥ U(1)em (1)

A scalar field, charged under the gauge group, acquires v.e.v.

V (H) = m2
HH†H +

�

2
�
H†H

⇥2
(2)

Therefore,
⇤
H†H

⌅
= �m2

H

�
(3)

the v.e.v. of the Higgs field is fixed by the value of the negative mass
parameter.
Problem: The mass parameter is unstable under quantum corrections.
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Further inspection of the scale hierarchy problem



Higgs Mass Parameter Corrections

One loop corrections to the Higgs mass parameter cancel if the 
couplings of scalars and fermions are equal to each other
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(If the masses proceed from the 
v.e.v. of H, there is another 
diagram that ensures also the 
cancellation of the log term. 
Observe that  the fermion and 
scalar masses are the same in 
this case, equal to hf v.) 

Supersymmetry is a symmetry that ensures the equality of these couplings.
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Quadratic Divergent contributions:

Supersymmetry is a symmetry that ensures the equality of these couplings



WhyWhy Supersymmetry  Supersymmetry ??

!! Helps to stabilize the weak scaleHelps to stabilize the weak scale——Planck scale hierarchyPlanck scale hierarchy

!! Supersymmetry Supersymmetry algebra contains the generator ofalgebra contains the generator of

         space-time translations.         space-time translations.

                  Necessary ingredient of theory of quantum gravity.Necessary ingredient of theory of quantum gravity.

!! MinimalMinimal supersymmetric  supersymmetric extension of the SM :extension of the SM :

                  Leads to Unification of gauge couplingsLeads to Unification of gauge couplings..

!! Starting from positive masses at high energies, Starting from positive masses at high energies, electroweak symmetry breakingelectroweak symmetry breaking
is inducedis induced radiatively radiatively..

!! If discrete symmetry,  P = (-1)            is imposed,  lightest  SUSYIf discrete symmetry,  P = (-1)            is imposed,  lightest  SUSY

         particle neutral and stable:          particle neutral and stable: Excellent candidate for cold Dark Matter.Excellent candidate for cold Dark Matter.

3B+L+2S

Possible

Quantum corrections induce quadratic divergent result

2

2

2

iiS22

H
16

gn
(-1)m i !"

#
$

Cancelled if particles of different spin with same couplings

 are present. This happens  within the minimal supersymmetric 

extension of the Standard Model

:



Structure of Supersymmetric Gauge Theories

• The Standard Model is based on a Gauge Theory.

• A supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model has then to
follow the rules of Supersymmetric Gauge Theories.

• These theories are based on two set of fields:

– Chiral fields, that contain left handed components of the fermion
fields and their superpartners.

– Vector fields, containing the vector gauge bosons and their
superpartners.

• Right-handed fermions are contained on chiral fields by means of
their charge conjugate representation

(�R)C =
�
�C

⇥
L

(4)

• Higgs fields are described by chiral fields, with fermion superpartners
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Field representations

• Field theories, describing the interactions of fundamental particles,
are invariant under Lorentz transformations

• Lorentz Group is equivalent to SU(2)L � SU(2)R, and therefore
Lorentz group representations are labelled by two indeces (m,n)

• Spin 0-scalars have (0,0)

• Spin 1/2 fermions (1/2,0) (left-handed) and (0,1/2) (right-handed)

• Spin 1-vectors (1/2,1/2)
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Graded Lie Algebra

• Coleman and Mandula demonstrated that the generators of 
symmetries of any fundamental field theory should reduce to the 
Poincare symmetry generators                        and                      
plus generators that are scalars under Lorentz symmetries.

• Coleman and Mandula, however, considered only boson generators 
and never considered the possibility of generators that transform as 
fermions under the Lorentz group.

• Supersymmetry is the only extension of the possible set of 
fundamental symmetries of nature, including fermion generators.

• Since nature made use of all the other ones, shouldn’t be natural to 
expect that it makes use also of Supersymmetry ?

• Let us then study what are the properties of a phenomenologically 
relevant supersymmetric theory. I will derive a set of rules to 
construct SUSY Lagrangians, through a fast tour in Superspace.

Pµ (1/2, 1/2) Mµ� (0, 1) + (0, 1)



Generators of Supersymmetry

• Supersymmetry is a symmetry that relates boson to fermion degrees
of freedom, Q|F >= |B >, Q|B >= |F >.

• The generators of supersymmetry are two component anticommuting
spinors, Q�, Q̄�̇, satisfying

{Q�, Q⇥} = 0 = [Pµ, Q�] (5)

{Q�, Q̄⇥̇} = 2⇥µ

�⇥̇
Pµ (6)

where ⇥µ = (I,⇧⇥), ⇧⇥µ = (I,�⇧⇥), and ⇥i are the Pauli matrices. As
anticipated, space-time translations are part of the SUSY algebra.

• Two-spinors may be contracted to form Lorentz invariant quantities

⌅�⇤� = ⌅���⇥⇤⇥ (7)
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(minimal set or N =1)



Hamiltonian of Supersymmetric Theories

Since there is a relation between the momentum operator and 
the SUSY genrators, one can compute the energy operator

Two things may be concluded from here. First, the Hamiltonian 
operator is semidefinite positive.                                                         

 

Second, the if the theory is supersymmetric, then the vacuum 
state should be annihilated by supersymmetric charges

So, the vacuum state energy is zero !  The vacuum energy  is the 
order parameter for Supersymmetry breaking. 

H =
1
4

�
Q1Q

†
1 + Q†

1Q1 + Q2Q
†
2 + Q†

2Q2

⇥

Q�|0 >= 0, Q†
�̇|0 >= 0 =� < 0|H|0 >= 0

< H > = E � 0



Effective Potential of a Supersymmetric Theory

V (�)

�

Non-trivial Minimum could lead to the breakdown of gauge or global 
symmetries but SUSY is preserved, provided the value of the effective 

potential at the minimum is equal to zero, like in the Figure above. 

Preservation of SUSY



V (�)

�

Spontaneous breakdown of SUSY

If the Minimum of the Potential is at a value different from zero, then
the vacuum state is not supersymmetric and SUSY has been broken
spontaneously. 
A massless fermion, the Goldstino, appears in the spectrum of the 
Theory. 
In Supergravity (local supersymmetry) theories, this Goldstino appears
as the longitudinal component of the Gravitino, of spin 3/2.

 



Four-component vs. Two-component fermions
• A Dirac Spinor is a four component object whose components are

⌅D =

�

⇤ ⇤�

⌅̄�̇

⇥

⌅ ; ⌅C
D =

�

⇤ ⌅�

⇤̄�̇

⇥

⌅ (8)

• A Majorana Spinor is a four component object whose components
are

⌅M =

�

⇤ ⇤�

⇤̄�̇

⇥

⌅ ; ⌅C
M = ⌅M (9)

• Gamma Matrices

�µ =

�

⇤ 0 ⇥µ

⇥̄µ 0

⇥

⌅ ; �5 =

�

⇤ �I 0

0 I

⇥

⌅ (10)

• Observe that ⌅D,L = ⇤; ⌅D,R = ⌅̄
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• Usual Dirac contractions may be then expressed in terms of two
component contractions.

⌅̄D = (⌅� ⇤̄�̇) (11)

• For instance,
⌅̄D ⌅D = ⌅⇤ + h.c.; (12)

⌅̄D�µ⌅D = ⌅⇥̄µ⌅̄ + ⇤̄⇥µ⇤ = �⌅̄⇥µ⌅ + ⇤̄⇥µ⇤ (13)

Observe that Majorana particles lead to vanishing vector currents.
Therefore, they must be neutral under electromagnetic interactions.
Chiral currents don’t vanish, ⌅̄D�µ�5⌅D = �⌅̄⇥µ⌅ � ⇤̄⇥µ⇤. They
may couple to the Z-boson.

• Other relations may be found in the literature.
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Superspace

• In order to describe supersymmetric theories, it proves convenient to
introduce the concept of superspace.

• Apart from the ordinary coordinates xµ, one introduces new
anticommuting spinor coordinates ⇥� and ⇥̄�̇; [⇥] = [⇥̄] = -1/2.

• One can also define derivatives

{⇥�, ⇥⇥} = 0; ⇥⇥⇥ = 0; [⇥Q, ⇥̄Q̄] = 2⇥⇥̄⇤µPµ

⌅� =
⌅

⌅⇥�
; ⌅�⇥⇥ = �⇥

�; ⌅�(⇥⇥⇥⇥) = 2⇥� (14)
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Supersymmetry representation

• Supersymmetry is a particular translation in superspace,
characterized by a Grassman parameter ⇥.

• Supersymmetry generators may be given as derivative operators

Q� = i
�
�⌅⇥ � i⇤µ�̄⌅µ

⇥
(15)

• Superspace allows to represent fermion and boson fields by the same
superfield, by fields in superspace

• The operator
D̄ = �⌅�̇ + i�⇤µ⌅µ

commutes with the supersymmetry transformations.

• So, if a field depends only on the variable yµ = xµ � i�̄⇤µ�, the
supersymmetric transformation of it depends also on the y.
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One can check that these diferential generators fulfill the SUSY algebra. 



Chiral Fields

• A generic scalar, chiral field is given by

�(x, ⇥, ⇥̄ = 0) = A(x) +
⇥

2 ⇥ ⇧(x) + ⇥2F (x)

�(x, ⇥, ⇥̄) = exp(�i⌃µ⇥⌅µ⇥̄) �(x, ⇥, ⇥̄ = 0) (16)

• A, ⇧ and F are the scalar, fermion and auxiliary components.

• Under supersymmetric transformations, the components of chiral
fields transform like

�A =
⇥

2⇤⇧, �F = �i
⇥

2⇤̄⌅̄µ⌃µ⇧

�⇧ = �i
⇥

2⌅µ⇤̄⌃µA +
⇥

2⇤F (17)

• The F component transforms like a total derivative.
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(D̄� = 0)

The supersymmetric transformation of a chiral field is chiral.



Properties of chiral superfields

• The product of two superfields is another superfield.

• For instance, the F-component of the product of two superfields �1

and �2 is obtained by collecting all the terms in �2, and is equal to

A1F2 + A2F1 + ⇥1⇥2 (18)

• For a generic Polynomial function of several fields P (�i), the result is

(⇤AiP (A))Fi +
1
2

�
⇤2

Ai,Aj
P (A)

⇥
⇥i⇥j (19)

• Finally, a single chiral field has dimensionality [A] = [�] = 1, [⇥]=
3/2 and [F ] = 2. For P (A), [P (�)]F = [P (�)] + 1 ([�] = [�̄] = -1/2).
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(⇥AiP (A))Fi �
1
2

�
⇥2

AiAj
P (A)

⇥
�i�j

-[�1�2]F =

[P (�)]F =



Expansion of Chiral Superfield

• In the above, we have only used the form of the chiral field at �̄ = 0.

• However, for many applications, the full expression of the chiral
superfield is necessary. It is given by

�(x, �, �̄) = A(x) + i⌅µA(x)�⇥µ�̄ � 1
4
⌅2A(x)�2�̄2

+�⇤(x) + i
�2

2
⌅µ⇤(x)⇥µ�̄ + F (x)�2 (20)
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+
�

2



Vector Superfields

• Vector Superfields are generic hermitian fields. The minimal
irreducible representations may be obtained by

V (x, �, �̄) = �
�
�⇤µ�̄

⇥
Vµ + i�2�̄⇥̄� i�̄2�⇥ +

1
2
�2�̄2D (21)

• Vector Superfields contain a regular vector field Vµ, its fermionic
supersymmetric partner ⇥ and an auxiliary scalar field D.

• Looking at the form of Q�, it is easy to see that the D-component of
a vector field transform like a total derivative.

• D = [V ] + 2; [Vµ] = [V ] + 1; [⇥] = [V ] + 3/2. If Vµ describes a
physical gauge field, then [V] = 0.
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(Wess-Zumino gauge)



Superfield Strength and gauge transformations

• Similarly to Fµ⇥ in the regular case, there is a field that contains the
field strength. It is a chiral field, derived from V (W = �D̄D̄DV/4),
and it is given by

W�(x, �, �̄ = 0) = �i⇥� + (�⇤µ⇥)� Fµ⇥ + ��D � �2
�
⇤̄µDµ⇥̄

⇥� (22)

• Under gauge transformations, superfields transform like

⇥ ⇥ exp(�ig�)⇥, W� ⇥ exp(�ig�)W� exp(ig�)

exp(gV ) ⇥ exp(�ig�̄) exp(gV ) exp(ig�) (23)

where � is a chiral field of dimension 0.
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Towards a Supersymmetric Lagrangian
• The aim is to construct a Lagrangian, invariant under

supersymmetry and under gauge transformations.

• One should remember, for that purpose, that both the F-component
of a chiral field, as well as the D-component of a vector field
transform under SUSY as a total derivative.

• One should also remember that, if renormalizability is imposed, then
the dimension of all interaction terms in the Lagrangian

[Lint] � 4 (24)

• On the other hand,

[�] = 1, [W�] = 3/2, [V ] = 0. (25)

and one should remember that [V ]D = [V ] + 2; [�]F = [�] + 1.
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Supersymmetric Lagrangian

• Once the above machinery is introduced, the total Lagrangian takes
a particular simple form. The total Lagrangian is given by

LSUSY =
1

4g2
(Tr[W�W�]F + h.c.) +

⇤

i

�
�̄ exp(gV )�

⇥
D

+ ([P (�)]F + h.c.) (26)

where P (�) is the most generic dimension-three, gauge invariant,
polynomial function of the chiral fields �, and it is called
Superpotential. It has the general expression

P (�) = ci�i +
mij

2
�i�j +

�ijk

3!
�i�k�k (27)

• The D-terms of V a and the F term of �i do not receive any
derivative contribution: Auxiliary fields that can be integrated out
by equation of motion.
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(Integration of auxiliary fields: scalar potential)



Lagrangian in terms of Component Fields
• The above Lagrangian has the usual kinetic terms for the boson and

fermion fields. It also contain generalized Yukawa interactions and
contain interactions between the gauginos, the scalar and the fermion
components of the chiral superfields.

LSUSY = (DµAi)
†DAi +

⇤
i

2
⇤̄i⇥̄

µDµ⇤i + h.c.
⌅

� 1
4

�
Ga

µ�

⇥2 +
⇤

i

2
�̄a⇥̄µDµ�a + h.c.

⌅

�
⇤

1
2

⌅2P (A)
⌅Ai⌅Aj

⇤i⇤j � i
⇥

2gA�
i Ta⇤i�

a + h.c.

⌅

� V (Fi, F
�
i , Da) (28)

• The last term is a potential term that depend only on the auxiliary
fields
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Notation Refreshment

• All standard matter fermion fields are described by their left-handed
components (using the charge conjugates for right-handed fields) ⇥i

• All standard matter fermion superpartners are described the scalar
fields Ai. There is one for each chiral fermion.

• Gauge bosons are inside covariant derivatives and in the Gµ� terms.

• Gauginos, the superpartners of the gauge bosons are described by the
fermion fields �a. There is one Weyl fermion for each massless gauge
boson.

• Higgs bosons and their superpartners are described as regular chiral
fields. Their only distinction is that their scalar components acquire
a v.e.v. and, as we will see, they are the only scalars with positive
R-Parity.
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Scalar Potential

V (Fi, F
�
i , Da) =

⇤

i

F �
i Fi +

1
2

⇤

a

(Da)2 (29)

where the auxiliary fields may be obtained from their equation of
motion, as a function of the scalar components of the chiral fields:

F �
i = ��P (A)

�Ai
, Da = �g

⇤

i

(A�
i T

aAi) (30)

Observe that the quartic couplings are governed by the gauge couplings
and that scalar potential is positive definite ! The latter is not a surprise.
From the supersymmetry algebra, one obtains,

H =
1
4

2⇤

�=1

�
Q†

�Q� + Q�Q†
�

⇥
(31)

• If for a physical state the energy is zero, this is the ground state.

• Supersymmetry is broken if the vacuum energy is non-zero !
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Couplings
• The Yukawa couplings between scalar and fermion fields,

1
2

⇤2P (A)
⇤Ai⇤Aj

⇥i⇥j + h.c. (32)

are governed by the same couplings as the scalar interactions coming
from �

⇤P (A)
⇤Ai

⇥2

(33)

• Similarly, the gaugino-scalar-fermion interactions, coming from

� i
⇥

2gA�
i Ta⇥i�

a + h.c. (34)

are governed by the gauge couplings.

• No new couplings ! Same couplings are obtained by replacing
particles by their superpartners and changing the spinorial structure.
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Trilinear coupling
• A most useful example of the relation between couplings is provided

by trilinear (Yukawa) couplings. To avoid complications, let’s treat
the abelian case:

P [�] = htHUQ (35)

where H is a Higgs superfield.

• Fermion Yukawa:

htH�U�Q + h.c. ht

�
H�̄R�L + h.c.

⇥
(36)

• Scalar Yukawas
|ht|2|H|2

�
|Q|2 + |U |2

⇥
(37)

• As anticipated, same couplings of the Higgs field to fermions and to
scalar fields.
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Higgs Mass Parameter Corrections in SUSY

One loop corrections to the Higgs mass parameter cancel if the 
couplings of scalars and fermions are equal to each other
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If supersymmetry is exact, there is always an additional, logarithmically
divergent diagram, induced by the presence of Higgs-scalar trilinear 
couplings, that ensure the cancellation of the logarithmic term.

~ ~f fL R+
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Properties of supersymmetric theories

• To each complex scalar Ai (two degrees of freedom) there is a Weyl
fermion ⇥i (two degrees of freedom)

• To each gague boson V a
µ , there is a gauge fermion (gaugino) �a.

• The mass eigenvalues of fermions and bosons are the same !

• Theory has only logarithmic divergences in the ultraviolet associated
with wave-function and gauge-coupling constant renormalizations.

• Couplings in superpotential P [�] have no counterterms associated
with them.

• The equality of fermion and boson couplings are essential for the
cancellation of all quadratic divergences, at all oders in perturbation
theory.
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Supersymmetric Extension of the Standard Model

• Apart from the superpotential P [�], all other properties are directly
determined by the gauge interactions of the theory.

• To construct the superpotential, one should remember that chiral
fields contain only left-handed fields, and right-handed fields should
be represented by their charge conjugates.

• SM right-handed fields are singlet under SU(2). Their complex
conjugates have opposite hypercharge to the standard one.

• There is one chiral superfield for each chiral fermion of the Standard
Model.

• In total, there are 15 chiral fields per generation, including the six
left-handed quarks, the six right-handed quarks, the two left-handed
leptons and the right-handed charged leptons.
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Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

SM particle SUSY partner GSM

(S = 1/2) (S = 0)
Q = (t, b)L (t̃, b̃)L (3,2,1/6)
L = (�, l)L (�̃, l̃)L (1,2,-1/2)
U =

�
tC

⇥
L

t̃�R (3̄,1,-2/3)
D =

�
bC

⇥
L

b̃�R (3̄,1,1/3)
E =

�
lC

⇥
L

l̃�R (1,1,1)

(S = 1) (S = 1/2)
Bµ B̃ (1,1,0)
Wµ W̃ (1,3,0)
gµ g̃ (8,1,0)
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The Higgs problem
• Problem: What to do with the Higgs field ?

• In the Standard Model masses for the up and down (and lepton)
fields are obtained with Yukawa couplings involving H and H†

respectively.

• Impossible to recover this from the Yukawas derived from P [�], since
no dependence on �̄ is admitted.

• Another problem: In the SM all anomalies cancel,
�

quarks

Yi = 0;
�

left

Yi = 0;

�

i

Y 3
i = 0;

�

i

Yi = 0 (38)

• In all these sums, whenever a right-handed field appear, its charge
conjugate is considered.

• A Higgsino doublet spoils anomaly cancellation !
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Solution to the problem

• Solution: Add a second doublet with opposite hypercharge.

• Anomalies cancel automatically, since the fermions of the second
Higgs superfield act as the vector mirrors of the ones of the first one.

• Use the second Higgs doublet to construct masses for the down
quarks and leptons.

P [�] = huQUH2 + hdQDH1 + hlLEH1 (39)

• Once these two Higgs doublets are introduced, a mass term may be
written

�P [�] = µH1H2 (40)

• µ is only renormalized by wave functions of H1 and H2.
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Higgs Fields

• Two Higgs fields with opposite hypercharge.
(S = 0) (S = 1/2)
H1 H̃1 (1,2,-1/2)
H2 H̃2 (1,2,1/2)

• Both Higgs fields acquire v.e.v. New parameter, tan� = v2/v1.

• It is important to observe that the quantum numbers of H1 are
exactly the same as the ones of the lepton superfield L.

• This means that one can extend the superpotential P [�] to contain
terms that replace H1 by L.
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Baryon and Lepton Number Violation

• General superpotential contains, apart from the Yukawa couplings of
the Higgs to lepton and quark fields, new couplings:

P [�]new = �� LQD + � LLE + ��� UDD (41)

• Assigning every lepton chiral (antichiral) superfield lepton number 1
(-1) and every quark chiral (antichiral) superfield baryon number 1/3
(-1/3) one obtains :

– Interactions in P [�] conserve baryon and lepton number.

– Interactions in P [�]new violate either baryon or lepton number.

• One of the most dangerous consequences of these new interaction is
to induce proton decay, unless couplings are very small and/or
sfermions are very heavy.
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Proton Decay

s or b

d

u

u u

L

Q
!"" !"

• Both lepton and baryon number violating couplings involved.

• Proton: Lightest baryon. Lighter fermions: Leptons
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R-Parity

• A solution to the proton decay problem is to introduce a discrete
symmetry, called R-Parity. In the language of component fields,

RP = (�1)3B+2S+L (42)

• All Standard Model particles have RP = 1.

• All supersymmetric partners have RP = �1.

• All interactions with odd number of supersymmetric particles, like
the Yukawa couplings induced by P [�]new are forbidden.

• Supersymmetric particles should be produced in pairs.

• The lightest supersymmetric particle is stable.

• Good dark matter candidate. Missing energy at colliders.
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fermions                       fermions                       bosonsbosons
supersymmetrysupersymmetry

electron                        electron                        sselectronelectron
quark                              quark                              ssquarkquark
photphotinoino photonphoton
gravitgravitinoino gravitongraviton

Photino,  Zino and Neutral Higgsino:  Neutralinos

Charged Wino, charged Higgsino: Charginos

No new dimensionless couplings. Couplings of supersymmetric particles
equal to couplings of Standard Model ones.  
Two Higgs doublets necessary.  Ratio of vacuum expectation values
denoted by  tan !
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Lagrangian in terms of Component Fields
• The supersymmetric Lagrangian has the usual kinetic terms for the

boson and fermion fields. It also contain generalized Yukawa
interactions and contain interactions between the gauginos, the scalar
and the fermion components of the chiral superfields.

LSUSY = (DµAi)
†DAi +

⇤
i

2
⇤̄i⇥̄

µDµ⇤i + h.c.
⌅

� 1
4

�
Ga

µ�

⇥2 +
⇤

i

2
�̄a⇥̄µDµ�a + h.c.

⌅

�
⇤

1
2

⌅2P (A)
⌅Ai⌅Aj

⇤i⇤j � i
⇥

2gA�
i Ta⇤i�

a + h.c.

⌅

� V (Fi, F
�
i , Da) (1)

• The last term is a potential term that depend only on the auxiliary
fields
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Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

SM particle SUSY partner GSM

(S = 1/2) (S = 0)
Q = (t, b)L (t̃, b̃)L (3,2,1/6)
L = (�, l)L (�̃, l̃)L (1,2,-1/2)
U =

�
tC

⇥
L

t̃�R (3̄,1,-2/3)
D =

�
bC

⇥
L

b̃�R (3̄,1,1/3)
E =

�
lC

⇥
L

l̃�R (1,1,1)

(S = 1) (S = 1/2)
Bµ B̃ (1,1,0)
Wµ W̃ (1,3,0)
gµ g̃ (8,1,0)
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The Higgs problem
• Problem: What to do with the Higgs field ?

• In the Standard Model masses for the up and down (and lepton)
fields are obtained with Yukawa couplings involving H and H†

respectively.

• Impossible to recover this from the Yukawas derived from P [�], since
no dependence on �̄ is admitted.

• Another problem: In the SM all anomalies cancel,
�

quarks

Yi = 0;
�

left

Yi = 0;

�

i

Y 3
i = 0;

�

i

Yi = 0 (38)

• In all these sums, whenever a right-handed field appear, its charge
conjugate is considered.

• A Higgsino doublet spoils anomaly cancellation !
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Solution to the problem

• Solution: Add a second doublet with opposite hypercharge.

• Anomalies cancel automatically, since the fermions of the second
Higgs superfield act as the vector mirrors of the ones of the first one.

• Use the second Higgs doublet to construct masses for the down
quarks and leptons.

P [�] = huQUH2 + hdQDH1 + hlLEH1 (39)

• Once these two Higgs doublets are introduced, a mass term may be
written

�P [�] = µH1H2 (40)

• µ is only renormalized by wave functions of H1 and H2.
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Higgs Doublets

• Two Higgs doublets with opposite hypercharge.
(S = 0) (S = 1/2)
H1 H̃1 (1,2,-1/2)
H2 H̃2 (1,2,1/2)

• Both Higgs fields acquire v.e.v. New parameter, tan� = v2/v1.

• One should use both Higgs doublets to give masses to quarks and
leptons

P [�] = huQUH2 + hdQDH1 + hlLEH1 (5)

• Once these two Higgs doublets are introduced, a mass term may be
written

⇥P [�] = µH1H2 (6)
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Baryon and Lepton Number Violation

• General superpotential contains, apart from the Yukawa couplings of
the Higgs to lepton and quark fields, new couplings:

P [�]new = �� LQD + � LLE + ��� UDD (41)

• Assigning every lepton chiral (antichiral) superfield lepton number 1
(-1) and every quark chiral (antichiral) superfield baryon number 1/3
(-1/3) one obtains :

– Interactions in P [�] conserve baryon and lepton number.

– Interactions in P [�]new violate either baryon or lepton number.

• One of the most dangerous consequences of these new interaction is
to induce proton decay, unless couplings are very small and/or
sfermions are very heavy.
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Proton Decay

s or b

d

u

u u

L

Q
!"" !"

• Both lepton and baryon number violating couplings involved.

• Proton: Lightest baryon. Lighter fermions: Leptons
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R-Parity

• A solution to the proton decay problem is to introduce a discrete
symmetry, called R-Parity. In the language of component fields,

RP = (�1)3B+2S+L (7)

• All Standard Model particles have RP = 1.

• All supersymmetric partners have RP = �1.

• All interactions with odd number of supersymmetric particles, like
the Yukawa couplings induced by P [�]new are forbidden.

• Supersymmetric particles should be produced in pairs.

• The lightest supersymmetric particle is stable.

• Good dark matter candidate. Missing energy at colliders.
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Feynman Rules for Supersymmetric Theories

Start with SM couplings

Change fermion by scalars
and gammas by momentum

Change one fermion by scalar
and gluons by gluinos and 
gammas by constants (Yukawa
Couplings). Extra factors are
mixing angles that project mass
eigenstates into gauge 
eigenstates.

! ig T a
3 " µ

! +ig T p ka
3 ( ) µ

! +ig T c P s Pa
U L U R3 ( )

! +ig T c P s Pa
D L D R3 ( )

u (d)

u (d)

U (D)

U (D)

g

g

u

U
d

D

~g

~g
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Gluons and Gluinos

~g

~g

g

[ ]! ! + ! + !g f g k k g k k g k kabc3 1 2 2 3 3 1
µ" # "# µ µ# "( ) ( ) ( )

g

g g

! g f abc3 $ µ

Gluinos are strongly interacting particles and, unless very heavy,
are one of the most copiously produced particles at hadron colliders
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Scalar Interactions
• As we said before, the scalar potential may be obtained by adding

the D-terms, that depend only on the gauge structure, with terms
that depend on the square of the derivative of the superpotential.

• For the given superpotential, we get terms like

VF = htµ
�H�

1QU + h.c. (8)

• Once the Higgs acquire a v.e.v., this induces a mixing between the
right handed stop and left handed stop

� htµ
�v1t̃Lt̃�R (9)

• This will a�ect the masses, that, however, should be equal to the
top-quark masses if supersymmetry is to be preserved ! What is
going on ?
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Preservation of Supersymmetry

• Let’s look at the potential for the neutral Higgs bosons

VH0 = |µ|2
�
|H0

1 |2 + |H0
2 |2

⇥
+

(g2
1 + g2

2)
8

�
|H0

1 |2 � |H0
2 |2

⇥2 (10)

• To preserve supersymmetry, we need the vacuum state to have zero
energy.

• This may be only obtained, once the Higgs acquire v.e.v., if :

µ = 0, tan� = 1 (11)

• The potential presents a flat direction under these conditions.
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Supersymmetry Breaking

• No supersymmetric particle have been seen: Supersymmetry is
broken in nature

• Unless a specific mechanism of supersymmetry breaking is known, no
information on the spectrum can be obtained.

• Cancellation of quadratic divergences:

– Relies on equality of couplings and not on equality of the masses
of particle and superpartners.

• Soft Supersymmetry Breaking: Give di�erent masses to SM particles
and their superpartners but preserves the structure of couplings of
the theory.
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Supersymmetry Breaking Parameters

Standard Model quark, lepton and gauge boson masses are protected by
chiral and gauge symmetries.
Supersymmetric partners are not protected.
Explanation of absence of supersymmetric particles in ordinary
experience/ high-energy physics colliders: Supersymmetric particles can
acquire gauge invariant masses, as the one of the SM-Higgs.

Di�erent kind of parameters:

Squark and slepton masses m2
q̃, m2

l̃
Gaugino (Majorana) masses Mi, i = 1-3
Trilinear scalar masses (f̃�

Lf̃RHi) Af , -µ� (This last one comes
from the scalar potential derived from the superpotential |�P/�Ai|2.
They induce mixing between left and right sfermions.
Higgsino Mass µ and associated Higgs Mass Parameters
|µ|2 + m2

Hi
(The first term may be derived from the superpotential).
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Higgs Potential

• After supersymmetry breaking e�ects are considered, the Higgs
potential reads

V (H1,H2) = m2
1H

†
1H1 + m2

2H
†
2H2 + m2

3(H
T
1 i⇥2H2 + h.c.) +

�1

2

⌅
H†

1H1

⇧2
+

�2

2

⌅
H†

2H2

⇧2
+ �3

⌅
H†

1H1

⇧ ⌅
H†

2H2

⇧
+ �4

⇤⇤�HT
1 i⇥2H2

⇥⇤⇤2

where

�1 = �2 =
g2
1 + g2

2

4
, �3 =

g2
2 � g2

1

4
, �4 = �g2

2

2
(12)

• This e�ective potential is valid at the scale of the SUSY particle
masses.

• The value of the e�ective potential at low energies may be obtained
by evolving the quartic couplings with their renormalization group
equations.
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Large tan � Limit
• This limit arises when, approximately, only one of the two v.e.v.’s is

di�erent from zero. To keep the top Yukawa coupling small, it should
be v2.

mt = htv2 mb = hbv1 (13)

• If one makes hb large, of the order of ht, tan� is about 50

• For this limit to happen m2
3 ⇥ 0.

• Then, the doublet H2 contains the Goldstone modes and the
“physical” SM-like Higgs boson, while H1 contains a scalar, a
pseudoscalar and a charged Higgs boson.

• Physical Higgs mass (m2
2 = �M2

Z/2)

m2
h = 2⇥2v

2 = M2
Z (14)
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Evolution of Paramters

• In general, the parameters that one measures at low energies (large
distances) are not the fundamental ones, but they are modified by
quantum corrections.

• For instance, if you put a charge into the vacuum state, it will
polarize the vacuum by inducing the production of virtual particles
and antiparticles, which “screen” the original charge.

• This also happens with other couplings and also with mass
parameters. There are equations, called renormalization group
equations that allow to relate the fundamental parameters to the
ones at low energies.
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Higgs Boson Mass at large values of tan �
• The RG evolution of ⇥2 is given by

d⇥2

dt
⇥ � 3

8⇤2

�
⇥2

2 + ⇥2h
2
t � h4

t

⇥
(15)

with t = log(M2
SUSY /Q2).

• For large values of tan� = v2/v1, the Higgs H2 is the only one
associated with electroweak symmetry breaking.

• The Higgs boson mass is approximately given by m2
h = 2⇥2v2

m2
h ⇥M2

Z +
3m4

t

4⇤2v2

⇧
log

⇤
M2

SUSY

m2
t

⌅
+

A2
t

M2
SUSY

⇤
1� A2

t

12M2
SUSY

⌅⌃

(16)

• The first term comes from the SUSY contribution. The logarithmic
term comes from the RG evolution, while the At dependence comes
from threshold e�ects at MSUSY .
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Diagrams Contributing to the Quartic Coupling

H2

H2

H2

H2

H2

H2

H2

H2

Q,U

U,Q

U,Q

U

U

Q Q

htAt

htAt

htAt

htAt

htAt

htAt

h2
t

This diagrams provide the finite threshold corrections after
decoupling of the top quark superpartners.



Top Quark Contribution to the Higgs Quartic Coupling

H2

H2

H2

H2

ht

ht ht

ht

This diagram provides the dominant logarithmic contribution 
below the stop quark mass scale. 



Stop Mass Matrix

• The stop, and other squarks, acquire masses that are controlled by
the supersymmetry breaking parameters.

• Once the Higgs acquires a v.e.v., the mass matrix is

M2
t̃ =

�

⇤ m2
Q + m2

t mt(At � µ�/ tan�)

mt(A�
t � µ/ tan�) m2

U + m2
t

⇥

⌅ (17)

• In general, the existence of At and µ denote couplings of the stops to
the Higgs bosons, that induce finite corrections to the quartic
couplings.
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Carena, Haber, Hollik, Heinemeyer, Weiglein, C.W. ’00
Heinemeyer, Hollik, Weiglein’02
Degrassi, Slavich, Zwirner ’02

m
h(

G
eV

)

At(GeV)
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Higgs Spectrum
• The two Higgs doublets carry eight real scalar degrees of freedom.

• Three of them are the charged and CP-odd Goldstone bosons that
are absorved in the longitudinal components of the W and the Z.

• Five Higgs bosons remain: Two CP-even, one CP-odd, neutral
bosons, and a charged Higgs boson (two degrees of freedom).

• Generically, the electroweak breaking sector (Goldstones and real
Higgs) is contained in the combination of doublets

� = cos �H1 + sin�i⇥2H
�
2 , (18)

while the orthogonal combination contains the other Higgs bosons.
Their masses are:

m2
H � m2

A, m2
H± � m2

A + M2
W (19)

with m2
A = m2

1 + m2
2. These relations are preserved, in a good

approximation, after loop-e⇥ects.
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Masses of the Higgs boson particles

There is a light Higgs boson, which, for supersymmetry breaking 
masses of the order of 1 TeV, has a mass

This Higgs boson is the “real Higgs”, in the sense that it is the one 
connected to the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking.  It  
has SM -like properties.

Then, there are two other neutral Higgs bosons, one being CP-odd 
and the other CP-even. Their mass is controled by the parameter 

This parameter, which controls also the charged Higgs mass is 
governed by supersymmetry breaking masses                                   
and therefore can be very large (but it could be around the corner, 
too)

mA

�
m2

A = m2
1 + m2

2

⇥

mh � 130 GeV



Gaugino/Higgsino Mixing

• Just like the gauge boson mixes with the Goldstone modes of the
theory after spontaneous breakdown of the gauge symmetry,
gauginos mix with the Higgsinos.

• Mixing comes from the interaction
⇥

2gA�
i Ta⇤i�a, when one takes

Ai � Hi, and �a � W̃ a, B̃, and ⇤i = H̃i.

• Charged Winos, W̃1 ± iW̃2, mix with the charged components of the
Higgsinos H̃1,2. The mass eigenstates are called charginos ⇥̃±.

• Neutral Winos and Binos, B̃, W̃3 mix with the neutral components of
the Higgsinos. The mass eigenstates are called neutralinos, ⇥̃0.

• Charginos form two Dirac massive fields. Neutralinos give four
massive Majorana states.
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Chargino Mass matrix
Lets take, for instance, the chargino mass matrix in the basis of Winos

and Higgsinos, (W̃+, H̃+
2 ) and (W̃�, H̃�

1 ), with W̃± = W̃ 1 ± iW̃ 2. The
mixing term is proportional to the weak coupling and the Higgs v.e.v.’s

M�̃± =

�

⇤ M2 g2v2

g2v1 µ

⇥

⌅ (20)

Here, M2 is the soft breaking mass term of the Winos and µ is the
Higgsino mass parameter.

• The eigenstates are two Dirac, charged fermions (charginos).

• If µ is large, the lightest chargino is a Wino, with mass M2, and its
interactions to fermion and sfermions are governed by gauge
couplings.

• If M2 is large, the lightest chargino is a Higgsino, with mass µ, and
the interactions are governed by Yukawa couplings.
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Neutralino Mass Matrix
Similarly, for neutralinos in the basis of Binos, Winos and Higgsinos

M�̃0 =

�

⇧⇧⇧⇧⇧⇤

M1 0 �g1v1/
⇤

2 g1v2/
⇤

2

0 M2 g2v1/
⇤

2 �g2v2/
⇤

2

�g1v1/
⇤

2 g2v1/
⇤

2 0 �µ

g1v2/
⇤

2 �g2v2/
⇤

2 �µ 0

⇥

⌃⌃⌃⌃⌃⌅
(21)

• The eigenstates are four Majorana particles.

• If the theory proceeds from a GUT, there is a relation between M2

and M1, M2 ⇥ �2(MZ)/�1(MZ)M1 ⇥ 2M1.

• So, if µ is large, the lightest neutralino is a Bino (superpartner of the
hypercharge gauge boson) and its interactions are governed by g1.

• This tends to be a good dark matter candidate.
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Counting degrees of Freedom

• The charginos are two Dirac particles, with eight degrees of freedom,
and are an admixture of the superpartners of the charged gauge
bosons and Higgs bosons.

• The boson sector has the W±, that has six degrees of freedom, plus
the charged Higgs, with two degrees of freedom. Observe that before
electroweak symmetry breaking there is no mixing and the numbers
are four and four, respectively.

• Neutralinos are four Majorana particles, and have eight degrees of
freedom.

• There are five in the neutral gauge bosons (photon and Z) plus three
in the neutral Higgs bosons. Again, before electroweak symmetry
breaking, the numbers were four and four.
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Structure of Supersymmetry Breaking Parameters

• Although there are few supersymmetry breaking parameters in the
gaugino and Higgsino sector, there are many in the scalar sector.

• For instance, there are 45 scalar states and all these scalar masses
might be di�erent. In addition, one can add complex scalar mass
parameters that mix squark and sleptons of di�erent generations:
Lmix = m2

ij f̃
�
i f̃j + h.c.

• In addition, one can add A-terms that also mix squarks and sleptons
of di�erent generations.

• In general, in the presence of such terms, if the scalar masses are of
the order of the weak scale, one can induce contributions to flavor
changing neutral currents by interchanging gauginos and scalars.

• This leads to problematic phenomenological consequences.
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Flavor Changing Neutral Currents

• Two particularly constraining examples of flavor changing neutral
currents induced by off-diagonal soft supersymmetry breaking parameters

• Contribution to the mixing in the Kaon sector, as well as to the rate of
decay of a muon into an electron and a photon.

• While the second is in good agreement with the SM predictions, the first
one has never been observed.

• Rate of these processes suppressed as a power of supersymmetric particle
masses and they become negligible if relevant masses are heavier than 10 TeV

18
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Solution to the Flavor Problem
• There are two possible solutions to the flavor problem

• The first one is to push the masses of the scalars, in particular to the
first and second generation scalars, to very large values, larger than a
few TeV.

• Some people have taken the extreme attitude of pushing them to
values of order of the GUT scale. This is fine, but supersymmetry is
then broken in a hard way and the solution to the hierarchy problem
is lost.

• A second possibility is to demand that the scalar mass parameters
are approximately flavor diagonal in the basis in which the fermions
mass matrices are diagonal. All flavor violation is induced by either
CKM mixing angles, or by very small o�-diagonal mass terms.

• This latter possibility is a most attractive one because it allows to
keep SUSY particles with masses of the order of the weak scale.
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Minimal Supergravity Model

• The simplest possibility is the case in which all scalar masses are
universl and flavor independent at a certain scale.

• In the minimal supergravity model, for example, one assumes that all
scalars acquire a common mass m2

0 at the Grand Unification scale

• In addition, since gauginos belong to the same adjoint representation,
one assumes that all gauginos acquire a common mass M1/2 at the
GUT scale

• These two parameters must be complemented with a value of the
parameter µ at MGUT .

• For the Higgs sector it is assumed that m2
i = |µ|2 + m2

Hi
, with

mHi = m0.

• Finally, all the trilinear parameters Aijk are assume to take a
common value A0.
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Renormalization Group Evolution
• One interesting thing is that the gaugino masses evolve in the same

way as the gauge couplings:
d(Mi/�i)/dt = 0, dMi = �bi�iMi/4⇥, d�i/dt = �bi�2

i /4⇥

• The scalar fields masses evolve in a more complicated way.
4⇥dm2

i /dt = �Ci
a4M2

a�a + |Yijk|2[(m2
i + m2

j + m2
k + A2

ijk)]/4⇥

• There is a positive contribution coming from the gaugino masses and
a negative contribution proportional to the Yukawa couplings.

• Colored particles are a�ected by positive, strongly coupled
corrections and tend to be the heaviest ones.

• Weakly interacting particles tend to be lighter, particular those
a�ected by large Yukawas.

• There scalar field H2 is both weakly interacting and couples with the
top quark Yukawa. Its mass naturally becomes negative.
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Low Energy Masses in Minimal Supergravity Model

All scalars acquire a common mass m2
0 at the Grand Unification scale

All gauginos acquire a common mass M1/2 at the GUT scale
Masses evolve di�erently under R.G.E. At low energies,

Squark Masses: m2
Q̃
� m2

0 + 6 M2
1/2

Left-Slepton Masses m2
L̃
� m2

0 + 0.5 M2
1/2

Right-Slepton Masses m2
Ẽ
� m2

0 + 0.15 M2
1/2

Wino Mass M2 = 0.8 M1/2.
Gluino Mass M3 = �3

�2
M2

Bino Mass M1 = �1
�2

M2

Lightest SUSY particle tends to be a Bino.
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Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

• The above relations apply to most squarks and leptons, but not to
the Higgs particles and the third generation squarks.

• The renormalization group equations of these mass parameters
include negative corrections proportional to the square of the large
top Yukawa coupling.

• In particlular, the H2 Higgs mass parameter m2
2, is driven to negative

values due to the influence of the top quark Yukawa coupling.

• Electroweak symmetry breaking is induced by the large top mass !

• Also the superpartners of the top quark tend to be lighter than the
other squarks. This e�ect is more pronounced if M1/2 is small.
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SUSY Spectrum from Universal Boundary Conditions at MGUT

Coloured, strongly interacting particles tend to be heavier than
weakly interacting particles. 

Lightest Supersymmetric Particle is lightest Neutralino. 

Squarks and sleptons of first two generations are degenerate.
Small splitting in the slepton sector. Third generation squarks are 
Typically lighter.
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Higgs Mass Parameter Corrections in SUSY

One loop corrections to the Higgs mass parameter cancel if the 
couplings of scalars and fermions are equal to each other
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If supersymmetry is exact, there is always an additional, logarithmically
divergent diagram, induced by the presence of Higgs-scalar trilinear 
couplings, that ensure the cancellation of the logarithmic term.
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If SUSY exists, many of its most important motivations demand some

SUSY particles at the TeV range or below

� Solve hierarchy/naturalness problem by having �m2 � O(v2)

SUSY breaking scale must be at or below 1 TeV
if SUSY is associated with EWSB scale !

� EWSB is radiatively generated

In the evolution of masses from high energy scales

�⇥ a negative Higgs mass parameter is induced

via radiative corrections

=⇤ important top quark e�ects!
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Reasons for the negative mass of the Higgs 

Higgs is affected by the top quark Yukawa coupling, but so are the stops. So, why 
does the Higgs  mass becomes negative and not the stop ones ?

There are three main reasons. First, the stops receive a positive contributions 
coming from their quark-gluino interactions, which is proportional to the gluino 
mass.  This is model dependent, since the gluino mass might be very small.

The second, most important reason, is that the Higgs couples to three Dirac 
fermions (three colors) and their superpartners, while the right-handed stop of 
a given color couples to only two (due to the doublet structure). Finally the 
left-handed stop of a given color couples to only one Dirac field. This 3:2:1 
relation makes the negative contribution to the Higgs more important than the 
one of the stops.

Finally, there is the          factor that acts like an external magnetic field in a   
spin system and induces the presence of non-vanishing Higgs v.e.v.’s even if    
the masses would be positive.

m2
12



t̃ t̃

t

g̃

Gluino Contributions to the Stop Masses

⇥m2
t̃ � �3 M2

g̃



Comments
• The previously presented spectrum depends strongly on the condition of 

equality of sfermion and gaugino masses at the GUT scale.

• Setting, for instance, different masses for particles of different
quantum numbers at the GUT scale could lead to a very different
spectrum.

• In general, very little is known about the supersymmetry breaking
parameters and one should NOT make conclusions about the Tevatron
and/or LHC reach for SUSY based on strong assumptions about them.

• In particular, although it is clear that the LHC has a larger reach, the
Tevatron one is not at all negligible, and one should be open to the
possibility of a SUSY discovery before the start of the LHC !  
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Unification of Couplings
• The value of gauge couplings evolve with scale according to the

corresponding RG equations:

1
�i(Q)

=
bi

2⇤
ln

⇤
Q

MZ

⌅
+

1
�i(MZ)

(8)

• Unification of gauge couplings would occur if there is a given scale at
which couplings converge.

1
�3(MZ)

=
b3 � b2

b1 � b2

1
�1(MZ)

+
b3 � b1

b2 � b1

1
�2(MZ)

(9)

• This leads to a relation between �3(MZ) and

sin2 ⇥W (MZ) = �SM
1 /

�
�SM

1 + �SM
2

⇥
.

13



Rules to compute the beta-functions

• The one-loop beta-functions for the U(1) and SU(N) gauge
couplings are given by (Q = T3 + Y ),

5
3
b1 = �2

3

⇤

f

y2
f �

1
3

⇤

s

y2
s

bN =
11 N

3
� nf

3
� nS

6
� 2N

3
nA (10)

• In the above, yf,s are the hypercharges of the charged chiral fermion
and scalar fields, nf,s are the number of fermions and scalars in the
fundamental representation of SU(N), nA are fermions in the adjoint
representation and the factor 5/3 is just a normalization factor, so
that over one generation

Tr
�
T 3T 3

⇥
=

3
5
Tr

�
y2

f

⇥
(11)
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• The coupling g1 is not asymptotically free, but becomes strong at
scales far above MPl, where the e�ective theory description breaks
down anyway.

• A full generation contributes to the same amount to all ⇥-functions.
It does not a�ect the unification conditions. (⇥SM

gen = �4/3;
⇥SUSY

gen = �2.)

• Only incomplete SU(5) representations a�ect one-loop unification.

bSM
1 = �41/10, bSM

2 = 19/6, bSM
3 = 7.

bSUSY
1 = �33/5, bSUSY

2 = �1, bSUSY
3 = 3. (12)

MG = MZ exp
⇤�

1
�1(MZ)

� 1
�2(MZ)

⇥
2⇤

b2 � b1

⌅

1
�3(MZ)

=
b3 � b1

b2 � b1

1
�2(MZ)

+
b3 � b2

b1 � b2

1
�1(MZ)

(13)
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Results
b1 = �6� 3NH/5, b2 = �NH , b3 = 3
1/�1(MZ) ⇤ 60 1/�2(MZ) ⇤ 30
In the above, NH is the number of pair of Higgs doublets. With these

results we can compute the strong gauge coupling at MZ

1
�3(MZ)

=
15� 7NH

25 + 3NH
30 (1)

The result depends strongly on the number of Higgs doublets. For NH

equal to zero, we get �3(MZ) = 1/18 ⇤ 0.05. For NH = 1, instead, we get
�3(MZ) ⇤ 0.120 !! Excellent prediction !
For NH = 2 we get, again, a very bad result �3(MZ) ⇤ 1.
Finally,
MG = MZ exp(30⇥ 2⇥ ⇥ (5/28)) ⇤ 1016GeV
Grand Unification scale is very close to the Planck scale, suggesting a
Unified description of particle interactions.

2

for NH = 1,



SM:
Couplings tend to converge at
high energies, but unification
is quantitatively ruled out.

MSSM:

Unification at �GUT ⇥ 0.04
and MGUT ⇥ 1016 GeV.
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Experimentally, �3(MZ) ⇥ 0.118± 0.004
in the MSSM: �3(MZ) = 0.127� 4(sin2 ⇥W � 0.2315)± 0.008

Bardeen, Carena, Pokorski & C.W.

Remarkable agreement between Theory and Experiment!!
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fermions                       fermions                       bosonsbosons
supersymmetrysupersymmetry

electron                        electron                        sselectronelectron
quark                              quark                              ssquarkquark
photphotinoino photonphoton
gravitgravitinoino gravitongraviton

Photino,  Zino and Neutral Higgsino:  Neutralinos

Charged Wino, charged Higgsino: Charginos

No new dimensionless couplings. Couplings of supersymmetric particles
equal to couplings of Standard Model ones.  
Two Higgs doublets necessary.  Ratio of vacuum expectation values
denoted by  tan !
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Lagrangian in terms of Component Fields
• The supersymmetric Lagrangian has the usual kinetic terms for the

boson and fermion fields. It also contain generalized Yukawa
interactions and contain interactions between the gauginos, the scalar
and the fermion components of the chiral superfields.

LSUSY = (DµAi)
†DAi +

⇤
i

2
⇤̄i⇥̄

µDµ⇤i + h.c.
⌅

� 1
4

�
Ga

µ�

⇥2 +
⇤

i

2
�̄a⇥̄µDµ�a + h.c.

⌅

�
⇤

1
2

⌅2P (A)
⌅Ai⌅Aj

⇤i⇤j � i
⇥

2gA�
i Ta⇤i�

a + h.c.

⌅

� V (Fi, F
�
i , Da) (1)

• The last term is a potential term that depend only on the auxiliary
fields
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Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

SM particle SUSY partner GSM

(S = 1/2) (S = 0)
Q = (t, b)L (t̃, b̃)L (3,2,1/6)
L = (�, l)L (�̃, l̃)L (1,2,-1/2)
U =

�
tC

⇥
L

t̃�R (3̄,1,-2/3)
D =

�
bC

⇥
L

b̃�R (3̄,1,1/3)
E =

�
lC

⇥
L

l̃�R (1,1,1)

(S = 1) (S = 1/2)
Bµ B̃ (1,1,0)
Wµ W̃ (1,3,0)
gµ g̃ (8,1,0)
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Supersymmetry Breaking Parameters

Standard Model quark, lepton and gauge boson masses are protected by
chiral and gauge symmetries.
Supersymmetric partners are not protected.
Explanation of absence of supersymmetric particles in ordinary
experience/ high-energy physics colliders: Supersymmetric particles can
acquire gauge invariant masses, as the one of the SM-Higgs.

Di�erent kind of parameters:

Squark and slepton masses m2
q̃, m2

l̃
Gaugino (Majorana) masses Mi, i = 1-3
Trilinear scalar masses (f̃�

Lf̃RHi) Af , -µ� (This last one comes
from the scalar potential derived from the superpotential |�P/�Ai|2.
They induce mixing between left and right sfermions.
Higgsino Mass µ and associated Higgs Mass Parameters
|µ|2 + m2

Hi
(The first term may be derived from the superpotential).
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Minimal Supergravity Model

• The simplest possibility is the case in which all scalar masses are
universl and flavor independent at a certain scale.

• In the minimal supergravity model, for example, one assumes that all
scalars acquire a common mass m2

0 at the Grand Unification scale

• In addition, since gauginos belong to the same adjoint representation,
one assumes that all gauginos acquire a common mass M1/2 at the
GUT scale

• These two parameters must be complemented with a value of the
parameter µ at MGUT .

• For the Higgs sector it is assumed that m2
i = |µ|2 + m2

Hi
, with

mHi = m0.

• Finally, all the trilinear parameters Aijk are assume to take a
common value A0.
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Renormalization Group Evolution
• One interesting thing is that the gaugino masses evolve in the same

way as the gauge couplings:
d(Mi/�i)/dt = 0, dMi = �bi�iMi/4⇥, d�i/dt = �bi�2

i /4⇥

• The scalar fields masses evolve in a more complicated way.
4⇥dm2

i /dt = �Ci
a4M2

a�a + |Yijk|2[(m2
i + m2

j + m2
k + A2

ijk)]/4⇥

• There is a positive contribution coming from the gaugino masses and
a negative contribution proportional to the Yukawa couplings.

• Colored particles are a�ected by positive, strongly coupled
corrections and tend to be the heaviest ones.

• Weakly interacting particles tend to be lighter, particular those
a�ected by large Yukawas.

• There scalar field H2 is both weakly interacting and couples with the
top quark Yukawa. Its mass naturally becomes negative.
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Low Energy Masses in Minimal Supergravity Model

All scalars acquire a common mass m2
0 at the Grand Unification scale

All gauginos acquire a common mass M1/2 at the GUT scale
Masses evolve di�erently under R.G.E. At low energies,

Squark Masses: m2
Q̃
� m2

0 + 6 M2
1/2

Left-Slepton Masses m2
L̃
� m2

0 + 0.5 M2
1/2

Right-Slepton Masses m2
Ẽ
� m2

0 + 0.15 M2
1/2

Wino Mass M2 = 0.8 M1/2.
Gluino Mass M3 = �3

�2
M2

Bino Mass M1 = �1
�2

M2

Lightest SUSY particle tends to be a Bino.
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Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

• The above relations apply to most squarks and leptons, but not to
the Higgs particles and the third generation squarks.

• The renormalization group equations of these mass parameters
include negative corrections proportional to the square of the large
top Yukawa coupling.

• In particlular, the H2 Higgs mass parameter m2
2, is driven to negative

values due to the influence of the top quark Yukawa coupling.

• Electroweak symmetry breaking is induced by the large top mass !

• Also the superpartners of the top quark tend to be lighter than the
other squarks. This e�ect is more pronounced if M1/2 is small.
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SUSY Spectrum from Universal Boundary Conditions at MGUT

Coloured, strongly interacting particles tend to be heavier than
weakly interacting particles. 

Lightest Supersymmetric Particle is lightest Neutralino. 

Squarks and sleptons of first two generations are degenerate.
Small splitting in the slepton sector. Third generation squarks are 
Typically lighter.
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Higgs Mass Parameter Corrections in SUSY

One loop corrections to the Higgs mass parameter cancel if the 
couplings of scalars and fermions are equal to each other
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If supersymmetry is exact, there is always an additional, logarithmically
divergent diagram, induced by the presence of Higgs-scalar trilinear 
couplings, that ensure the cancellation of the logarithmic term.
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If SUSY exists, many of its most important motivations demand some

SUSY particles at the TeV range or below

� Solve hierarchy/naturalness problem by having �m2 � O(v2)

SUSY breaking scale must be at or below 1 TeV
if SUSY is associated with EWSB scale !

� EWSB is radiatively generated

In the evolution of masses from high energy scales

�⇥ a negative Higgs mass parameter is induced

via radiative corrections

=⇤ important top quark e�ects!
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Reasons for the negative mass of the Higgs 

Higgs is affected by the top quark Yukawa coupling, but so are the stops. So, why 
does the Higgs  mass becomes negative and not the stop ones ?

There are three main reasons. First, the stops receive a positive contributions 
coming from their quark-gluino interactions, which is proportional to the gluino 
mass.  This is model dependent, since the gluino mass might be very small.

The second, most important reason, is that the Higgs couples to three Dirac 
fermions (three colors) and their superpartners, while the right-handed stop of 
a given color couples to only two (due to the doublet structure). Finally the 
left-handed stop of a given color couples to only one Dirac field. This 3:2:1 
relation makes the negative contribution to the Higgs more important than the 
one of the stops.

Finally, there is the          factor that acts like an external magnetic field in a   
spin system and induces the presence of non-vanishing Higgs v.e.v.’s even if    
the masses would be positive.

m2
12



t̃ t̃

t

g̃

Gluino Contributions to the Stop Masses

⇥m2
t̃ � �3 M2

g̃



Unification of Couplings
• The value of gauge couplings evolve with scale according to the

corresponding RG equations:

1
�i(Q)

=
bi

2⇤
ln

⇤
Q

MZ

⌅
+

1
�i(MZ)

(8)

• Unification of gauge couplings would occur if there is a given scale at
which couplings converge.

1
�3(MZ)

=
b3 � b2

b1 � b2

1
�1(MZ)

+
b3 � b1

b2 � b1

1
�2(MZ)

(9)

• This leads to a relation between �3(MZ) and

sin2 ⇥W (MZ) = �SM
1 /

�
�SM

1 + �SM
2

⇥
.
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Rules to compute the beta-functions

• The one-loop beta-functions for the U(1) and SU(N) gauge
couplings are given by (Q = T3 + Y ),

5
3
b1 = �2

3

⇤

f

y2
f �

1
3

⇤

s

y2
s

bN =
11 N

3
� nf

3
� nS

6
� 2N

3
nA (10)

• In the above, yf,s are the hypercharges of the charged chiral fermion
and scalar fields, nf,s are the number of fermions and scalars in the
fundamental representation of SU(N), nA are fermions in the adjoint
representation and the factor 5/3 is just a normalization factor, so
that over one generation

Tr
�
T 3T 3

⇥
=

3
5
Tr

�
y2

f

⇥
(11)
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• The coupling g1 is not asymptotically free, but becomes strong at
scales far above MPl, where the e�ective theory description breaks
down anyway.

• A full generation contributes to the same amount to all ⇥-functions.
It does not a�ect the unification conditions. (⇥SM

gen = �4/3;
⇥SUSY

gen = �2.)

• Only incomplete SU(5) representations a�ect one-loop unification.

bSM
1 = �41/10, bSM

2 = 19/6, bSM
3 = 7.

bSUSY
1 = �33/5, bSUSY

2 = �1, bSUSY
3 = 3. (12)

MG = MZ exp
⇤�

1
�1(MZ)

� 1
�2(MZ)

⇥
2⇤

b2 � b1

⌅

1
�3(MZ)

=
b3 � b1

b2 � b1

1
�2(MZ)

+
b3 � b2

b1 � b2

1
�1(MZ)

(13)
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Results
b1 = �6� 3NH/5, b2 = �NH , b3 = 3
1/�1(MZ) ⇤ 60 1/�2(MZ) ⇤ 30
In the above, NH is the number of pair of Higgs doublets. With these

results we can compute the strong gauge coupling at MZ

1
�3(MZ)

=
15� 7NH

25 + 3NH
30 (1)

The result depends strongly on the number of Higgs doublets. For NH

equal to zero, we get �3(MZ) = 1/18 ⇤ 0.05. For NH = 1, instead, we get
�3(MZ) ⇤ 0.120 !! Excellent prediction !
For NH = 2 we get, again, a very bad result �3(MZ) ⇤ 1.
Finally,
MG = MZ exp(30⇥ 2⇥ ⇥ (5/28)) ⇤ 1016GeV
Grand Unification scale is very close to the Planck scale, suggesting a
Unified description of particle interactions.

2

for NH = 1,



SM:
Couplings tend to converge at
high energies, but unification
is quantitatively ruled out.

MSSM:

Unification at �GUT ⇥ 0.04
and MGUT ⇥ 1016 GeV.
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Experimentally, �3(MZ) ⇥ 0.118± 0.004
in the MSSM: �3(MZ) = 0.127� 4(sin2 ⇥W � 0.2315)± 0.008

Bardeen, Carena, Pokorski & C.W.

Remarkable agreement between Theory and Experiment!!
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R-Parity

• A solution to the proton decay problem is to introduce a discrete
symmetry, called R-Parity. In the language of component fields,

RP = (�1)3B+2S+L (7)

• All Standard Model particles have RP = 1.

• All supersymmetric partners have RP = �1.

• All interactions with odd number of supersymmetric particles, like
the Yukawa couplings induced by P [�]new are forbidden.

• Supersymmetric particles should be produced in pairs.

• The lightest supersymmetric particle is stable.

• Good dark matter candidate. Missing energy at colliders.

10



SUSY Collider Phenomenology





0
1!

~

0
1!

~

Supersymmetry at colliders

! Lightest supersymmetric particle = Excellent          
Cold dark matter candidate.

Gluino production and decay: Missing Energy Signature

Supersymmetric
Particles tend to 
be heavier if they
carry color charges.

Particles with large 
Yukawas tend to be 
lighter.

Charge-less particles
tend to be the 
lightest ones.

28

Preservation of R-Parity:





Trilepton Signatures at the Tevatron

Trileptons are associated production of chaginos and neutralinos, with
subsequent decays into leptons.  The final signal is three lepons and plenty
of missing energy (neutralinos and neutrinos)

Main background: W and Z production. 

29
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Trileptons: Present and Future

• Now: !xBR<0.2-0.3 pb

– 3l-max scenario:

• Sleptons light

• Optimistic mSUGRA

– Large m0 scenario:

• Sleptons heavy

• Pessimistic mSUGRA

– Current data probe optimistic
scenario

• Future:
– Cross section limit 0.05-0.01 pb

– L=1 fb-1: probe chargino masses
up to 100-170 GeV/c2

– L=8 fb-1: probe chargino masses
up to 150-240 GeV/c2

Preferred by precision data
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The result of this analysis is combined with the results of µµ! and eµ! from reference [5] and a newly updated
ee! analysis [12] using the modified frequentist approach. The points under consideration for the combination as
well as the number of expected events and the signal e!ciency after the like sign dimuon selection has been applied
are presented in Table V. Those points, without slepton mixing and with sleptons slightly heavier than !"±

1 and !"0
2,

correspond to the 3!-max scenario which lead to an enhanced leptonic branching fraction.

TABLE V: Values of m0 and m1/2 parameters for the points used in combination. The other parameters are set to the following

values: tan ! = 3, A0 = 0 GeV/c2 and µ > 0. The masses of e"0
2, e"±

1 , e#R, the cross-section times branching fraction into three
leptons, the number of expected events and the signal e!ciency once the like sign dimuon selection has been applied are also
indicated.

point m0 m1/2 me!0
2

m
e!±
1

me"R
! ! BR(3#) Nexpected e!ciency

GeV/c2 GeV/c2 GeV/c2 GeV/c2 GeV/c2 pb %
SLHA.244.324 121 221 152 150 153 0.058 0.61±0.02 11.9±0.5
SLHA.131.232 98 192 127 125 129 0.14 2.24±0.09 12.6±0.5
SLHA.87.194 88 182 118 115 119 0.22 3.76±0.15 13.6±0.6

The fraction of signal events that is selected by more than one selection is assigned to the selection with the largest
signal-to-background ratio and removed from all others. The expected and observed limits are shown in Figure 8 as
a function of the !"±

1 mass. This result improves significantly the upper limit of about 0.2 pb set by reference [5]. The
cross-section limit set corresponds to a !"±

1 mass limit of 140 GeV/c2 in the 3!-max scenario.
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FIG. 8: Limits on $ ! BR(3#) as a function of e"±
1 mass, in comparison with the expectation for several mSUGRA scenarios.

PDF and renormalization/factorization scale uncertainties are shown as shaded bands. A limit of 140 GeV/c2 on the e"±
1 mass

has been set considering a mSUGRA scenario with sleptons slightly heavier than e"±
1 and no slepton mixing. This limit is

extracted from reference [12].

V. CONCLUSION

A search for the associated production of !"±
1 and !"0

2 in the like sign dimuon channel using a dataset corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 0.9 fb!1 has been performed. The selection has been optimized in order to obtain the
best expected limit on the quantity #(pp̄ ! !"±

1 !"0
2) " BR(3!). The observation of one event in the data is consistent

with the 1.1±0.4 events expected from the background. A limit, which improves previous results has been set. For
mSUGRA scenarios with enhanced leptonic branching fractions, a !"±

1 mass limit beyond the reach of LEP searches
has been set.

No signal observed. Exclusion limits





Beyond the Tevatron

Searches at the Tevatron are limited by phase space. 

Tevatron is a proton-antiproton collider with a center of 
mass energy of 2 TeV.  Partons c.m.e. is smaller, and strongly 
interacting (weakly interacting) sparticles with masses 
beyond  500 (250) GeV may not be discovered.

Tevatron has still a chance, and we all hope that something 
exciting will happen there in the near future.

Searches for new physics will continue in 2008 at the LHC, 
a proton proton collider with c.m.e. of about 14 TeV !

Strongly interacting (colored) particles, with masses up to   
3--4 TeV may be explored !
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Searches at the LHC

 New particle searches at the LHC are induced by the cascade decay of 
strongly interacting particles.

By studying the kinematic distributions of 
the decay products one can determine the 
masses of produced particles, including the
LSP.
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Figure 3: The reach of CERN LHC in the m0 vs. m1/2 parameter plane of the mSUGRA model,
with tan! = 30, A0 = 0 and µ > 0, assuming 100 fb!1 of integrated luminosity. The red (magenta)
regions are excluded by theoretical (experimental) constraints discussed in the text. We show the
reach in the 0", 1", OS, SS, 3", ! 4", # and Z channels, as well as in the “inclusive” "ET channel.

collider constraints which are much more direct, constraints from low energy measurements

may be considerably more sensitive to details of the model, or to improvements in the the-

oretical calculation. Within a specific framework (e.g. mSUGRA), however, these indirect

constraints exclude certain regions of parameter space, and also suggest other regions where

future searches might be focussed.

Neutralino relic density:

Measurements of galactic rotation curves, binding of galactic clusters, and the large

scale structure of the universe all point to the need for significant amounts of cold dark

matter (CDM) in the universe. In addition, recent measurements of the power spectrum

of the cosmic microwave background from WMAP and other data sets[3] lead to

• !CDMh2 = 0.1126+0.008
!0.009 .

– 9 –

Baer, Balazs, Belyaev, Kropovnickas and Tata ‘03.

How well can the LHC do ?



One stop could be light 

What happens if all squarks and gluinos are heavy, except 
for a light stop ?

Charginos and neutralinos are still around, providing the 
proper dark matter annihilation cross section.

Both stops cannot be light in the MSSM. Otherwise, the  
physical Higgs mass would be too light.

Let’s then study the case of a single light stop.  This case is 
motivated by the question of electroweak baryogenesis.



Tevatron Stop Reach when two body decay channel 
is dominant

Main signature:

2 or more jets plus 

missing energy

Demina, Lykken, Matchev,Nomerotsky 
‘99



Stop-Neutralino Mass Difference:
Information from the Cosmos

 If the neutralino provides the observed dark matter relic

    density, then it must be stable and lighter than the light stop.

 Relic density is inversely proportional to the neutralino annihilation cross 
section.

   

     If only stops, charginos and neutralinos are light, there are three

     main annihilation channels:  

    1.  Coannihilation of neutralino with light stop or charginos: Small mass 
differences.

    2.  s-channel annihilation via Z or light CP-even Higgs boson

    3.  s-channel annihilation via heavy CP-even Higgs boson and 

         CP-odd Higgs boson

M. Carena, C. Balazs, C.W., PRD70:015007, 2004

M. Carena, C. Balazs, A. Menon, D. Morrissey, C.W., Phys. Rev. D71:075002, 2005.



Relic Density Constraints (                     )Relic Density Constraints (                     )

tan 7! =

Arg( ) /,M1 2 2µ !=

Arg( ) /,M1 2 2µ !=

!! Only Only CP-violating phase we consider  is the one relevant forCP-violating phase we consider  is the one relevant for

     the generation of the baryon asymmetry, namely :     the generation of the baryon asymmetry, namely :

!! Neutralino Neutralino co-annihilation with stops efficient for stop-co-annihilation with stops efficient for stop-neutralinoneutralino

          mass differences of order 15-20mass differences of order 15-20 GeV  GeV ..

       Light Stop and Relic Density Constraints

    



Tevatron stop searches and dark matter constraints

Carena, Balazs and C.W. ‘04

Searches for light stops 
difficult in stop-neutralino 
coannihilarion region.

LHC will have equal difficulties. 

But, LHC can search for stops from gluino 
decays into stops and tops. 
Stops may be discovered for gluino 
masses lower than 900 GeV, even if the 
stop-neutralino mass difference is as low 
as 10 GeV !
 

 

Green: Relic density consistent

with WMAP measurements.

Kraml, Raklev ‘06, 
Martin 08
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Collider Tests of Electroweak Baryogenesis and Dark Matter

! Higgs searches

 Higgs properties: SM-like couplings to W and Z (agent of EWSB) and mh < 120 GeV

!                                        channels at the LHC :

    a definitive test of this scenario with the first 10 fb-1 of well understood data

h !" +" #
 and  h !$$

! Stop searches:

Light Stop models with Neutralino LSP Dark Matter                signal

                                             dominant decay

E
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0

For small Stop-Neutralino mass difference: co-annihilation region 

                            excellent agreement with WMAP data

Very challenging region for stop searches at hadron colliders

h! bb!                   channel at the Tevatron :

    may achieve a 3 sigma evidence with 6 fb-1 of data





•                                                       .

• Two b-tagged jets with                      (b-tag eff. 43%) 

•                   .  Invariant mass

Stops from Gluino Decays

allow to fully explore the region of stop masses consistent with electroweak baryogenesis
with only 100 fb!1 of integrated luminosity.

5 Stops in ! + E/ T and jet+E/ T at the Tevatron

In principle, the ! + E/ T and jet+E/ T channels could be used already at the Tevatron for
searching for stops with small stop-neutralino mass di!erence, a region of parameter space
which is di"cult to access with traditional search strategies.

Using CompHEP 4.4 [22], we have computed the stop signal cross section for the Teva-
tron in these channels, and have compared them to the background evaluations by the
CDF [31] and D! [32] collaborations.

For the t̃1t̃"1 + ! channel with a stop mass of mt̃1 = 100 GeV, the Tevatron cross section
for pT,! > 90 GeV and |"!| < 1 is about 3.2 fb, which is of the same order as the systematic
error in the background analysis of CDF (#sys = 1.5 fb) and D0/ (#sys = 1.5 fb). For larger
values of mt̃1 the signal cross section is even smaller.

In the t̃1t̃"1 + j channel with mt̃1 = 100 GeV and the minimal cut pT,j1 > 150 GeV the
Tevatron cross section is about 50 fb, which is smaller than the estimated systematic error
on the SM background of 56 fb [31].

Our conclusion is that the Tevatron will not be able to discover stops via the ! + E/ T or
jet+E/ T channels. However, searches in the ! + E/ T signature could exclude light stops with
mt̃1 " 100 GeV at the 95% confidence level. A final statement about exclusion limits would
require a more detailed experimental analysis.

6 Stops in gluino decays

As has been proposed in Refs. [12, 13], if gluinos are light enough, stops can be discovered
in their decays. Due to the Majorana nature of gluinos, they may decay in two CP-related
channels,

g̃ # t̃1t̄, t̃"1t. (4)

One can therefore make use of this property to look for same-sign top quark signatures (using
leptonic W decays) plus missing energy in gluino pair production processes. Same-sign top
quark channels have much smaller backgrounds than the opposite-sign top quark processes,
and allow an e"cient search for light stops for relatively light gluinos.

For the sake of comparison to our results in the previous sections, in this section, we
re-evaluate the LHC stop discovery reach in this process, using the same cuts as in Ref. [12]:

• Two same-sign leptons with pT > 20 GeV.

• At least (a) two or (b) four jets with pT > 50 GeV. The two-jet selection (a) preserves
more of the signal for small #m, while the four-jet selection (b) gives a better signal-
to-background ratio for #m >" 10 GeV. For a given MSSM scenario, we always choose

the selection method (a) or (b) which gives a better signal significance.
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Figure 4: Projected LHC reach in the g̃g̃ " ttt̃!1t̃
!
1 (t̄t̄t̃1t̃1) channel. The errors bars indicate

Monte Carlo errors.

• At least 2 b-tagged jets with pT > 50 GeV. It has been assumed that the b-tagging
e!ciency is 43% per bottom jet, while the mis-tagging rates are 10% for charm jets
and 2.5% for light-flavor jets.

• E/ T > 100 GeV.

• Two combinations of lepton and b-jet momenta have to give mbl < 160 GeV, in order
to reduce non-top background.

Using Pythia 6.4 [23] interfaced with PGS [26], we were able to reproduce the signal
numbers in Ref. [12] within Monte Carlo errors.

Scanning over a wide range of sparticle masses, we found that the expected discovery
reach of the LHC in this channel depends only mildly on stop and neutralino masses, but
strongly on the gluino mass. In Figure 4, we present the results of our analysis. These results
suggest that, as already stated in Ref. [12], for 30 fb"1, the stop reach in this channel extends
to about mg̃ = 900 GeV. Higher luminosities at the LHC allow to slightly extend the region
of gluino masses, but, after considering systematic errors, still gluino masses mg̃ < 1 TeV
would be required for an e!cient search for stops in this channel. Here we have assumed a
systematic error of 10% on the remaning SM background after cuts, which is dominated by
tt̄. The major systematic uncertainty for this background stems from the measurement of
E/ T; a 5% error on E/ T induces an uncertainty of 10% on the tt̄ rate.

7 Stop identification at the LHC

In the previous sections we have analyzed the possible searches for stops in associated pro-
duction with hard photons or jets at the LHC. If an excess in these channels were observed, it
would be very important to be able to determine that indeed stops, and not other particles,
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Efficient stop search
channel up to gluino 
masses of about 1 TeV

Take advantage of Majorana character of gluino:
          Production of equal sign tops

Kraml, Raklev ‘06, 
Martin 08

Carena, Freitas, C.W.’08



Alternative Channels at the LHC

When the stops and neutralino mass difference is small, the jets will be 

soft. 

One can look for the production of stops in association with jets or 

photons. Signature: Jets or photons plus missing energy

Photon plus missing energy searches have the advantage of being 

cleaner, but they suffer from low statistics and large systematics

Jet plus missing energy searches have larger backgrounds but have the 

advantage of having much larger production cross section compared to 

the photon case

Hard photons and jets recoiling against missing energy have been 

simulated at the LHC experiments in the search for large extra 

dimensions, and we will make use of the backgrounds computed for that 

purpose.

40

M. Carena, A. Freitas, C.W., arXiv:0808.2298



Jets plus missing Energy

41

mt̃1/GeV = 110 130 150 170 190 210 230
!m/GeV = 10 1920 1716 1585 1360 1056 1015 845

20 1170 1085 948 877 717 676 570
30 762 746 676 679 548 551 433
40 559 516 514 507 442 444 348
50 437 449 422 428 364 343 279

Table 2: Number of signal events in the jet+E/ T channel for 100 fb!1 and for various
combinations of mt̃1 and !m = mt̃1 !m!̃0

1
. The event numbers in the table have an intrinsic

statistical uncertainty of a few tens from the Monte Carlo error.

calibrated from jZ with Z " l+l! [28], and for similar reasons as in the photon case, the
SUSY background has been assumed to be small.

In order to proceed with this analysis, we have used the same cuts as in Ref. [28]:

1. Require one hard jet with pT > 100 GeV and |!| < 3.2 for the trigger.

2. Large missing energy E/ T > 1000 GeV.

3. Veto against electrons with pT > 5 GeV and muons with pT > 6 GeV in the visible
region (|!| < 2.5).

4. Require the second-hardest jet to go in the opposite hemisphere as the missing mo-
mentum (i.e. the first and second jet should go in roughly the same direction):
!"(pT,j2, #p") > 0.5. This cut reduces background from W " $% where the tau decay
products are emitted mostly in the opposite direction as the hard initial-state jet.

Application of these cuts leads to a SM Background of about 7 fb, corresponding to 700
events for 100 fb!1 [28].

The NLO corrections to t̃1t̃"1 + j are not available in the literature. However, experience
from tt̄j [30] suggests that the K-factor should be close to one. Therefore, contrary to what
was done in the photon case, we shall not include a K-factor for the signal.

Using the above defined cuts, the expected number of signal events is listed in Tab. 2 for
various stop and neutralino mass values. Fig. 3 shows the projected 5& discovery reach with
the statistical significance estimated by S/

#
B and including systematic errors. In order to

estimate the systematic errors, we have explored the following two strategies, (a) and (b):

(a) The first strategy determines the dominant SM backgrounds directly from data [28]. In
particular, the jZ background with Z " %%̄, which contributes about 75% of the SM
background after cuts, can be inferred from jZ with Z " l+l!, l = e, µ. The Z " l+l!

calibration channel is about seven times smaller than the Z " %%̄ background in the
signal region (pT,ll > 1 TeV), thus leading to the error estimate 'sysB =

#
7B.

(b) Alternatively, similar to the previous section, individual systematic error sources can
be identified:

8

Including systematics associated 
with jet and missing energy 
determination. Dominant missing 
energy background, coming from 
Z’s, calibrated with the electron 
channel.

Excellent reach until masses of the 
order of 220 GeV and larger.

Full region consistent with EWBG
will be probed by combining the 
LHC with the Tevatron searches.
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Figure 3: Projected LHC 5! discovery reach in the jet+E/ T channel. For comparison the
current and future Tevatron 95% C. L. exclusion bounds for light stops are also shown.

• A 5% error on E/ T induces a 36% uncertainty on the background, as determined
by simulating jZ with Z " ""̄.

• The PDFs can be extracted from reference SM processes, e.g. jZ with Z " l+l!.
Thus the uncertainty is mainly limited by the statistical error for the standard
candle process. For the region of high transverse momenta (pT > 500 GeV), which
is relevant for the present analysis, this leads to relatively small error of 3%.

• Systematic uncertainties associated with the lepton veto are negligible, since this
cut plays a role mainly for the jW background with W " e" or W " µ", which
contributes only about 5% to the total SM background.

In summary, this strategy yields a total estimated systematic error of about 36%,
strongly dominated by the uncertainty of the missing E/ T measurement.

It is evident that the data-driven method (a) for determining the systematic error of the SM
backgrounds leads to better results. This is di!erent from the photon case in section 3, in
which method (b) proves to be convenient. The improvement in the results associated with
method (a) in the jet case is due to the larger statistics, while on the other hand a much
larger background uncertainty is induced for method (b) by the error in the missing energy
determination.

The results presented in Fig. 3 make use of method (a). Searches in the jet plus E/ T

channel turn out to be more promising than in the photon plus E/ T channel. They allow
to test the co-annihilation region up to relatively large values of the stop mass, of about
200 GeV or larger. Moreover, when complemented with Tevatron search analyses, they
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Alternative SUSY Breaking scenario: Gauge
Mediation

Supersymmetry Breaking is transmitted via gauge interactions

Particle Masses depend on the strength of their gauge interactions.

Spectrum of supersymmetric particles very similar to the case of the
Minimal Supergravity Model for large values of M1/2:

Sparticle Masses

Mi
Mj

= �i
�j

mq̃

ml̃
� �3

�i
(mf̃ �

�
4⇥

F
M )

Lightest SM–Sparticle tends to be a Bino or a Higgsino
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Gauge Mediated SUSY Breaking

Supersymmetry breaking is transmitted to the observable 
sector via (flavor blind) gauge interactions

Messenger sector in complete representations of SU(5) and 
vector-like.  

Minimal model:  One 

SUSY  Breaking
Sector

Messenger
Sector

Observable
Sector (quarks, 
leptons, Higgs)Gauge Int.

(5, 5̄) � (3, 2) + (3̄, 2̄)

W = ⇤ S 3 3̄ + � S 2 2̄, < S >= S + FS⇥2,

with S a singlet field parametrizing SUSY breaking and the messenger mass



Spectrum of Sparticles (more details later)

Gaugino masses fulfill the standard unification relations, 

Scalar masses at the messenger scale are also governed by their color 
structure. For instance,

This implies that, independently of the messenger scale, there are large 
negative corrections to the Higgs mass parameter, triggering EWSB

The requirement of a weak scale spectrum demands 

The scale of SUSY breaking has important consequences, for instance 
it determines the gravitino mass and interactions (and therefore the 
nature of the LSP). Lightest superpartner tends to be a Bino. 

Mi � �i
4⇥

FS
S , Mi

Mj
= �i

�j

mq̃,H � �3,2
4⇥

FS
S ,

� � FS
S = O(105 GeV)



Gravitino

• When standard symmetries are broken spontaneously, a massless
boson appears for every broken generator.

• If the symmetry is local, this bosons are absorved into the
longitudinal components of the gauge bosons, which become massive.

• The same is true in supersymmetry. But now, a massless fermion
appears, called the Goldstino.

• In the case of local supersymmetry, this Goldstino is absorved into
the Gravitino, which acquires mass mG̃ = F/MPl, with F the order
parameter of SUSY breaking.

• The coupling of the Goldstino (gravitino) to matter is proportional to
1/
�

F = 1/
�

mG̃MPl, and couples particles with their superpartners.

• Masses of supersymmetric particles is of order F/M , where M is the
scale at which SUSY is transmitted.

34
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Decay Width of NLSP into Gravitino

• In low energy supersymmetry breaking models, the SUSY breaking
scale 10TeV �

⌅
F � 103 TeV.

• The gravitino mass is very small in this case 10�1eV � mG̃ � 103 eV.

• Since the gravitino is the lightest supersymmetric particle, then the
lightest SM superpartner will decay into it.

• It is easy to extract the decay width on dimensional grounds

• Just assume that the lightest SM partner is a photino, for instance,
and it decays into an almost massless gravitino and a photon. Then,

�(�̃ ⇥ �G̃) ⇤
m5

�̃

16⇥F 2
⇤

m5
�̃

16⇥m2
G̃

M2
Pl

(2)

where we have used the fact that [F ] = 2.
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Gauge-Mediated, Low-energy SUSY Breaking Scenarios

• Special feature �⌅ LSP: light (gravitino) Goldstino:

mG̃ ⇤
F

MP l
⇧ 10�6 � 10�9GeV

If R-parity conserved, heavy particles cascade to lighter ones and

NLSP �⌅ SM partner + G̃

• Signatures: The NLSP (Standard SUSY particle) decays

decay length L ⇤ 10�2cm
� mG̃

10�9GeV

⇥2 ⇥
�

100GeV
MNLSP

⇥5

� NLSP can have prompt decays:

Signature of SUSY pair: 2 hard photons, (H’s, Z’s) + E/T from G̃

� macroscopic decay length but within the detector:

displaced photons; high ionizing track with a kink to a minimum ionizing track

(smoking gun of low energy SUSY)

� decay well outside the detector: E/T like SUGRA
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Gauge-Mediated Tevatron Reach

Bino-like NLSP: ⇥̃0
1⇥�G̃

Signal: ��XE/T

X = ⇤’s and/or jets
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M�̃± � 325 GeV (exclusion) &
� 260 GeV (discovery)

Higgsino-like NLSP: ⇥̃0
1 ⇥ (h, Z, �)G̃

Signal: � b E/T X

diboson signatures (Z ⇥ ⇤⇤/jj; h⇥ bb̄)E/T
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Conclusions

• Supersymmetry is a symmetry that relates boson to fermion degrees
of freedom. It provides the basis for an extension of the SM
description of particle interactions.

• Fundamental property: No new couplings. Masses of supersymmetric
particles depend on supersymmetry breaking scheme.

• If R-Parity is imposed and the gravitino is heavier than the lightest
SM partner, then the lightest supersymmetric particle is a good dark
matter candidate.

• Electroweak symmetry breaking is induced radiatively in a natural
way, provided sparticle masses are of order 1 TeV. Unification of
couplings is achieved.

• Signature at colliders: Missing Energy, provided by the LSP.
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